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W
e address two long-standing survey research problems: measuring complicated concepts, such
as political freedom and efﬁcacy, that researchers deﬁne best with reference to examples; and
what to do when respondents interpret identical questions in different ways. Scholars have
long addressed these problems with approaches to reduce incomparability, such as writing more concrete
questions—withunevensuccess.Ouralternativeistomeasuredirectlyresponsecategoryincomparability
and to correct for it. We measure incomparability via respondents’ assessments, on the same scale as the
self-assessments to be corrected, of hypothetical individuals described in short vignettes. Because the
actual (but not necessarily reported) levels of the vignettes are invariant over respondents, variability in
vignette answers reveals incomparability. Our corrections require either simple recodes or a statistical
modeldesignedtosavesurveyadministrationcosts.Withanalysis,simulations,andcross-nationalsurveys,
weshowhowresponseincomparabilitycandrasticallymisleadsurveyresearchersandhowourapproach
can alleviate this problem.
T
he discipline of political science is built on the-
ory, including a rough agreement on normative
theoriespreferringfreedom,democracy,andpo-
litical equality, among others, and the development of
positive theories focused on understanding the causes
and consequences of these variables. Empirical polit-
ical science, in turn, is devoted in large part to mak-
ing causal inferences about these same variables. Un-
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dergirding this superstructure of theory and causality
is measurement, the detailed mapping of the levels of
these basic variables. Although it may not seem as ex-
citing as causal inquiry, better measurement obviously
has the potential to affect our understanding of the ex-
tent of any problems that may need addressing and the
estimates of any causal effects. Indeed, achieving the
theoretical and causal goals of our ﬁeld and all other
empirical ﬁelds “would seem to be virtually impossi-
ble unless its variables can be measured adequately”
(Torgerson, 1958).
We address two long-standing problems with mea-
surementusingsamplesurveys(adatacollectiondevice
used in about a quarter of all articles and about half of
all quantitative articles published in major political sci-
encejournals[Kingetal.2001,fn1]).Theﬁrstishowto
measureconceptsresearchersknowhowtodeﬁnemost
clearly only with reference to examples—freedom, po-
litical efﬁcacy, pornography, health, etc. The advice
methodologistsusuallygivewhenhearing“youknowit
when you see it” is to ﬁnd a better, more precise theory
and then measurement will be straightforward. This is
therightadvice,butitleadstoawell-knownproblemin
that highly concrete questions about big concepts like
these often produce more reliable measurements but
not more valid ones.
The second problem we address occurs because “in-
dividuals understand the ‘same’ question in vastly dif-
ferent ways” (Brady 1985). For example, Sen (2002)
writes that
the state of Kerala has the highest levels of literacy ...and
longevity...inIndia.Butitalsohas,byaverywidemargin,
the highest rate of reported morbidity among all Indian
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states.... At the other extreme, states with low longevity,
with woeful medical and educational facilities, such as
Bihar,havethelowestratesofreportedmorbidityinIndia.
Indeed,thelownessofreportedmorbidityrunsalmostfully
in the opposite direction to life expectancy, in interstate
comparisons.... In disease by disease comparison, while
Kerala has much higher reported morbidity rates than the
rest of India, the United States has even higher rates for
the same illnesses. If we insist on relying on self-reported
morbidity as the measure, we would have to conclude that
the United States is the least healthy in this comparison,
followed by Kerala, with ill provided Bihar enjoying the
highest level of health. In other words, the most common
measure of the health of populations is negatively corre-
lated with actual health.
Studying why individuals have perceptions like these,
sofaroutoflinewithempiricalreality,“deservesatten-
tion” but measuring reality only by asking for respon-
dents’perceptionsinthesesituationscanbe“extremely
misleading” (Sen 2002).
The literature on this problem has focused on de-
veloping ways of writing more concrete, objective, and
standardizedsurveyquestionsanddevelopingmethods
to reduce incomparability. Despite a half-century of
efforts, however, many important survey instruments
are still not fully comparable (Suchman and Jordan
1990). Indeed, even though political scientists have
beenawareofthedevastatingconsequencesofignoring
the problem for almost two decades (Brady 1985), the
lack of tools to deal with it has meant that the compa-
rability of most of our survey questions has not even
been studied.
We have designed a new approach to survey instru-
mentationthatseemstopartiallyamelioratebothprob-
lems. Our key idea, in addition to following the vener-
able tradition of trying to write clearer questions that
aremorecomparable,isamethodofdirectlymeasuring
the incomparability of responses to survey questions,
and then correcting for it. We ask respondents for self-
assessments of the concept being measured along with
assessments, on the same scale, of each of several hy-
pothetical individuals described by short vignettes. We
create interpersonally comparable measurements by
using answers to the vignette assessments, which have
actual (but not reported) levels of the variables that
are the same for every respondent, to adjust the self-
assessments. Our adjustments can be made with sim-
plecalculations(straightforwardrecodestatements)or
with a more sophisticated statistical model that has the
advantage of lowering data collection costs. Easy-to-
use software to implement our statistical methods, a
library of examples of survey questions using our ap-
proach, and other related materials can be found at
http:/ /GKing.Harvard.edu/vign/.
PREVIOUS APPROACHES
The most widely used modern terminology for inter-
personal incomparability is differential item function-
ing (DIF), which originated in the educational testing
literature.1 Thesearchformethodsofdetectingorcon-
quering DIF usually centers on the identiﬁcation of
commonanchorsthatcanbeusedtoattachtheanswers
of different individuals to the same standard scale.
The earliest and still the most common anchors in-
volve giving the endpoints of the (or all) survey re-
sponsecategoriesconcretelabels—“stronglydisagree,”
“hawk,” etc. This undoubtedly helps, but is often insuf-
ﬁcient. An early and still used alternative is the “self-
anchoring scale,” where researchers ask respondents
to identify the top- and bottommost extreme examples
they can think of (e.g., the name of the respondent’s
most liberal friend and most conservative friend) and
thentoplacethemselvesonthescalewithendpointsde-
ﬁned by their own self-deﬁned anchors (Cantril 1965).
This approach is still used but, depending as it does on
extremal statistics, it often lowers reliability, and it will
not eliminate DIF if respondents possess different lev-
elsofknowledgeaboutexamplesattheextremevalues
of the variable in question.
Researchers sometimes compare a survey response
at issue to “designated anchors,” which are ques-
tions that tap the same concept that experts believe
have no DIF (Przeworski and Teune 1966–67; Thissen,
Steinberg, and Wainer 1993). This is an important ap-
proach, but as the authors recognize, it begs the ques-
tion of where knowledge of the anchors come from
in the ﬁrst place. Sometimes researchers evaluate each
survey question in turn by comparing it with an av-
erage, or factor analyzed weighted average, of all the
othersthatmeasurethesameconcept.Asisalsowidely
recognized, however, the assumption that all the other
questionsdonothaveDIFonaverage,aseachquestion
moves in and out of the “gold standard” comparison
group, is internally inconsistent.
Although not widely known outside our ﬁeld, the
most satisfactory approaches to correcting for DIF in
anyﬁeldhavebeeninthecontextofapplication-speciﬁc
models built by political scientists. The ﬁrst such model
wasAldrichandMcKelvey(1977),whichestimatedthe
positions of candidates and voters in a common issue
space.Theactualpositionsofcandidateswereassumed
the same for all respondents and, so, could be used
as anchors to adjust both candidate and voter issue
positions. Since these actual positions are unobserved,
Aldrich and McKelvey assume that voters have unbi-
ased perceptions of candidate positions but that the
reportedpositionsarelinearlydistortedinanunknown,
but estimable, way. Because of the constrained compu-
tationalresourcesavailableatthetime,theyrecognized
1 In the educational testing literature, a test question is said to have
DIF if equally able individuals have unequal probabilities of answer-
ing the question correctly. The analysis of reasons for the varying
test performance of students in different racial groups has provided
considerable impetus for the study of DIF. Indeed, the term DIF
was chosen to replace the older “item bias” term as an effort to
sidestep some of the politically charged issues involved (see Holland
and Wainer 1993 for a review of the literature). Paradoxically, the
method we introduce here would seem applicable to all ﬁelds where
DIF is an issue except for educational testing.
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butdidnotmodelseveralotherfeaturesoftheproblem,
such as the ordinal nature of the response categories.2
Using a similar logic, Groseclose, Levitt, and Snyder
(1999) adjust interest group scores across time and
houses of congress by using scores on the same leg-
islator at different times (when serving in the same or
different chambers) as anchors. Their model thus as-
sumes that members have constant expected, but not
measured,interestgroupscores.PooleandRosenthal’s
(1991)widelyusedD-Nominatescoresforscalinglegis-
lators and roll calls applies analogous ideas for anchors
(see also Heckman and Snyder 1997 and Poole and
Daniels 1985). Londregan (2000) uses similar anchor-
ing in a model more amenable to small samples and
resolves several identiﬁcation problems by simultane-
ously modeling the agenda, while Clinton, Jackman,
and Rivers (2002) present a fully Bayesian approach.
Baum (1988) adjusts the scaling of the liberalness of
Supreme Court decisions by assuming the stability of
individual justices over time, and anchoring the court
decisions to justices that serve in more than one “nat-
ural” court. See also Lewis 2001 for a similar approach
to scaling voting behavior and for his review of other
work in this area.
The anchors used in most political science applica-
tions are far better than the unadjusted values (and
better than most anchors available in other ﬁelds), but
as is fully recognized by the authors, the strategies em-
ployedbypoliticalactorsmeanthattheanchorsarenot
completelyfreeofDIF.Forexample,areasonablechar-
acterization of much of the partisan process of writing
legislationistocreateDIF—tomakethechoiceharder
for opposition legislators than members of one’s own
party. Similarly, if candidates succeed in being even in
part “all things to all people,” the use of voter percep-
tionsofcandidatepositionsasanchorscouldbebiased.
Most current efforts at dealing with DIF in other
ﬁelds try to identify questions with DIF and delete
them or collapse categories to avoid the problem
(Holland and Wainer 1993). Some model DIF in unidi-
mensional scales as additional unobserved dimensions
(CarollandChang1970;ShealyandStout1993).Others
use Rasch models, a special case of item response
theory, which come with a variety of statistical tests
and graphical diagnostics (see Piquero and Macintosh
2002). The multidimensional scaling literature has also
paid considerable attention to DIF, which they call
“interpersonal incomparability” (Brady 1989) or “in-
dividual differences scaling” (Alt, Sarlvik, and Crewe
1976; Clarkson 2000; Mead 1992). Others parse DIF
into components like “acquiescence response set,” the
differential propensity of respondents to agree with
anyquestion,nomatterhowposed;“extremeresponse
set,” the differential propensity of respondents to use
extreme choices offered, independent of the question;
2 Palfrey and Poole (1987) show that the Aldrich and McKelvey pro-
cedure recovers candidate locations well, even if errors (contrary to
the model) are heteroskedastic over candidates, but voter positions
are biased toward the mean, especially for poorly informed voters.
Poole (1998) generalizes Aldrich and McKelvey 1977 to multiple
dimensions and to handle missing data.
andmanyothers(CheungandRensvold2000;Johnson
1998; Stewart and Napoles-Springer 2000). DIF poten-
tially affects most survey-based research throughout
political science and in a wide variety of other ﬁelds.
SURVEY INSTRUMENTATION: ANCHORING
VIGNETTES
The usual procedure for measuring sophisticated con-
cepts with surveys is to gather a large number of exam-
plesanddesignaconcretequestionthatcoversasmany
of the examples as possible. Our idea is, in addition to
thisapproach,tousetheexamplesthemselvesinsurvey
questions to estimate each person’s unique DIF, and
to correct for it. Examples presented in vignettes to
respondents have a long history of use for other pur-
posesinsurveyresearch(e.g.,Kahneman,Schkade,and
Sunstein1998;Martin,Campanelli,andFay1991;Rossi
andNock1983).Weuseanadaptedversionofvignettes
that generalize the ideas in application-speciﬁc DIF-
related research in political science.
We ask survey respondents in almost the same lan-
guage for a self-assessment and for an assessment of
several (usually ﬁve to seven) hypothetical persons de-
scribed by written vignettes. For example, the anchor-
ing vignettes for one particular domain of political ef-
ﬁcacy might be as follows.
1. “[Alison] lacks clean drinking water. She and her
neighbors are supporting an opposition candidate
in the forthcoming elections that has promised to
address the issue. It appears that so many people
in her area feel the same way that the opposition
candidatewilldefeattheincumbentrepresentative.”
2. “[Imelda] lacks clean drinking water. She and her
neighbors are drawing attention to the issue by col-
lectingsignaturesonapetition.Theyplantopresent
thepetitiontoeachofthepoliticalpartiesbeforethe
upcoming election.”
3. “[Jane] lacks clean drinking water because the gov-
ernmentispursuinganindustrialdevelopmentplan.
In the campaign for an upcoming election, an oppo-
sition party has promised to address the issue, but
she feels it would be futile to vote for the opposition
since the government is certain to win.”
4. “[Toshiro] lacks clean drinking water. There is a
groupoflocalleaderswhocoulddosomethingabout
the problem, but they have said that industrial de-
velopment is the most important policy right now
instead of clean water.”
5. “[Moses] lacks clean drinking water. He would like
to change this, but he can’t vote, and feels that no
one in the government cares about this issue. So he
suffers in silence, hoping something will be done in
the future.”
(We view these vignettes as falling on an ordered scale,
from most to least efﬁcacy; our empirical analyses, be-
low, support this interpretation.) The following often-
used question is then read to the respondent for each
vignette and for a self-assessment:
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How much say [does ‘name’/do you] have in getting the
government to address issues that interest [him/her/you]?
For the self-assessment and each of the vignette ques-
tion, respondents are given the same set of ordinal re-
sponse categories, for example, “(1) No say at all, (2)
Little say, (3) Some say, (4) A lot of say, (5) Unlimited
say.” Answers to this self-assessment question are nor-
mally referred to as “political efﬁcacy,” and we use this
shorthand too. But what we are measuring in fact is no
more or less than the concept deﬁned by the vignette
deﬁnitions, which is at best only one speciﬁc dimension
of political efﬁcacy. Other dimensions could be tapped
with separate sets of vignettes.
We recommend asking the self-assessment ﬁrst, fol-
lowedbythevignettesrandomlyordered.Wealsooften
randomlyshufﬂevignettesfromtwodomainstogether.
When feasible, we change the names on each vignette
to match match each respondent’s culture and sex.
MEASUREMENT ASSUMPTIONS
Our approach requires two key measurement assump-
tions. First, response consistency is the assumption that
each individual uses the response categories for a par-
ticularsurveyquestioninthesamewaywhenproviding
a self-assessment as when assessing each of the hypo-
theticalpeopleinthevignettes.Respondentsmayhave
DIF in their use of survey response categories for both
a self-assessment and the corresponding vignettes, but
thetypeofDIFmustbeapproximatelythesameacross
thetwotypesofquestionsforeachrespondent.Inother
words, the type of DIF may vary across respondents,
andalsoforasinglerespondentacrosssurveyquestions
(each with its own self-assessment and corresponding
setofvignettes),butnotwithintheself-assessmentand
vignette questions answered by any one respondent
about a single survey question. This assumption would
beviolatedifrespondentswhofeelinferiortohypothet-
ical individuals set a higher threshold for what counts
as their having “a lot of say” in government than they
set for the people described in the vignettes.
Second, vignette equivalence is the assumption that
thelevelofthevariablerepresentedinanyonevignette
is perceived by all respondents in the same way and
on the same unidimensional scale, apart from random
measurement error. In other words, respondents may
differ with each other in how they perceive the level of
the variable portrayed in each vignette, but any differ-
ences must be random and hence independent of the
characteristic being measured. (Of course, even when
respondents understand vignettes in the same way on
average, different respondents may apply their own
unique DIFs in choosing response categories.) This as-
sumption would be violated if one set of respondents
saw the vignettes above as referring to say in govern-
ment through elections, as we intended, and the other
interpreted our choice of words in one vignette to be
referring to say in government through one’s personal
connections.
Thus, although we allow and ultimately correct for
DIF in using survey response categories, assuming uni-
dimensionality means that we assume the absence of
DIF in the “stem question.” It seems reasonable to
focus on response-category DIF alone because the vi-
gnettes describe objective behaviors, for which tradi-
tional survey design advice to avoid DIF (such as writ-
ing items concretely and using pretesting and cognitive
debrieﬁng, etc.) is likely to work reasonably well. In
contrast, response categories describe subjective feel-
ings and attitudes, and so should be harder to lay out
in concrete ways and avoid DIF without our methods.
Whether our response-category DIF correction is suf-
ﬁcient is of course an empirical question. Future re-
searchers may wish to try to generalize our methods to
deal with both types of incomparability.
Even more basic than vignette equivalence, but im-
plied by it, is the assumption that the variable being
measured actually exists and has some logically co-
herent and consistent meaning in different cultures.
For variables and cultures where the extreme version
of the area studies critique is correct, so that differ-
ent regions are truly unique and variables take on
completely different meanings, then any procedure,
including this one, will fail to produce comparable
measures.
How do response consistency and vignette equiva-
lence help correct for DIF? The problem with self-
assessment questions is that answers to them differ
across respondents according to both the actual level
and DIF (along with random measurement error). In
contrast, answers to the vignettes differ across respon-
dents only because of DIF (and random measurement
error). Since the actual level of political efﬁcacy of the
people described in the vignettes is the same for all re-
spondents,weareabletousevariationinanswerstothe
vignettes to estimate DIF directly. We then “subtract
off” this estimated DIF from the self-assessment ques-
tiontoproduceourdesiredDIF-free(orDIF-reduced)
measure.
The key goal of survey design under this approach,
then,isnottodesignDIF-freevignettequestions,which
would be as difﬁcult as for self-assessment questions,
butrathertoachieveresponseconsistencyandvignette
equivalence. Thus, vignettes should be written to de-
scribe, in clear and concrete language, only the actual
level of political efﬁcacy of the person described, with
all other language in the vignette geared to encourage
respondents to think the person described is someone
just like themselves in all other ways. In that way, the
respondent would ﬁnd it easier to use the response
categories in the same way for the vignette as for the
self-assessment.
The methods described below include some tests of
aspectsoftheseassumptions,butforthemostpartthey
require iterating among concept deﬁnition, question
development, pretesting, and cognitive debrieﬁng. Un-
like purely observational research, the veracity of the
assumptions here is under the active control of the in-
vestigator in designing the research—as in political sci-
encelaboratory(KinderandPalfrey1993),ﬁeld(Green
andGerber2001),andsurveyexperiments(Sniderman
andGrob1996)—butofcoursehavingcontroldoesnot
guarantee its proper use.
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FIGURE 1. Comparing Preferences
Note: Respondent 1, on the left, reported a higher self-assessment of political efﬁcacy than respondent 2, in the middle. On the
right, Respondent 2’s reported scale is deformed into one comparable to 1’s scale: Now 2’s vignette assessments match those for
Respondent 1, revealing that Respondent 2 has a higher actual level of political efﬁcacy than Respondent 1.
A SIMPLE (NONPARAMETRIC) APPROACH
Wenowcombineoursurveyinstrumentationandmea-
surement assumptions to show how to correct DIF
without sophisticated statistical techniques. The sim-
plicity of this approach is also helpful in illustrating the
key concepts and in clarifying the source of the new
information.
This method can easily be used, and we use it be-
low, but it also has two important disadvantages: First,
it requires the vignette questions be asked of all the
same respondents as the self-assessments, and so it
can be expensive to administer. Second, as with many
nonparametric methods it is statistically inefﬁcient in
somecircumstances,whichmeansthatbyforegoingas-
sumptionssomeinformationiswasted.Ourparametric
approach, described in the section that follows, avoids
these problems. However, since the nonparametric ap-
proachmakesnoneoftheparametricmodels’statistical
assumptions and requires no explanatory variables, it
makes possible several diagnostic tests of the paramet-
ric model’s assumptions.
Figure 1 portrays one self-assessment and three vi-
gnette assessments for each of two individual survey
respondents(labeled1,ontheleft,and2,inthemiddle).
The self-assessed level of political efﬁcacy is higher for
Respondent 1 (and they agree on the ordinal ranking
of the vignettes). However, the fact that Alison’s (or
Jane’sorMoses’s)actuallevelofpoliticalefﬁcacyisthe
same no matter which respondent is being asked about
her makes it possible to make the two comparable by
stretching Respondent 2’s scale so that the vignette as-
sessmentsforthetworespondentsmatch.Wedothisin
the scale on the right in Figure 1. With this adjustment,
wecanseethatinfactRespondent2hasahigherlevelof
actual political efﬁcacy than Respondent 1. This comes
from the fact that Respondent 1’s rates herself lower
than Jane, whereas Respondent 2 rates herself higher
than Jane.
Analyzinganchoringvignettesdatabyliterallymark-
ing and stretching rubber bands to match Figure 1
would work ﬁne, but we also offer an even simpler
method. The idea is to recode the categorical self-
assessment relative to the set of vignettes. Suppose that
all respondents order the vignettes in the same way.
Then for the vignettes in Figure 1, assign the recoded
variable 1 if the self-assessment is below Moses, 2 if
equal to Moses, 3 if between Moses and Jane, 4 if equal
to Jane, 5 if between Jane and Alison, 6 if equal to
Alison, and 7 if above Alison. (By this coding, the ﬁrst
respondent in Figure 1 is coded 3 and the second is
coded 5.) The resulting variable is DIF-free, has eas-
ily interpretable units, and can be analyzed like any
other ordinal variable (e.g., with histograms, contin-
gency tables, or ordered probit). This method assumes
response consistency and vignette equivalence, but no
additional assumptions or models are required.
To deﬁne this idea more generally, let yi be the cate-
gorical survey self-assessment for respondent i (i =
1,...,n) and zij be the categorical survey response
for respondent i on vignette j (j =1,...,J). Then for
respondents with identical ordinal rankings on all vi-
gnettes (zi,j−1 <zij, for all i, j), the DIF-corrected vari-
able is
Ci =

     
     
1i f yi < zi1,
2i f yi = zi1,
3i f zi1 < yis < zi2,
. . .
. . .
2J +1i fyi > ziJ.
Respondentswithtiesinthevignetteanswerswouldre-
duce our knowledge of Ci to a set of values rather than
just one value. Inconsistencies in the ordinal ranking
are grouped and treated as ties. When few survey re-
sponsecategoriesexistwithwhichtodistinguishamong
the categories of C, additional collapsing may occur.
The inefﬁciencies in this method come precisely from
the information lost due to these ties and ranking in-
consistencies. (In contrast, our parametric method, de-
scribedbelow,recognizesthatsomeofthesewillbedue
totherandomerroralwayspresentinsurveyresponses,
and so it can extract more information from the data.)
To study this method, we included the questions
on the electoral dimension of political efﬁcacy de-
scribed above on a sample survey of two provinces in
China (with n=430 respondents) and three in Mexico
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FIGURE 2. Nonparametric Estimates of an Electoral Dimension of Political Efﬁcacy
Note: The left graph is a histogram of the observed categorical self-assessments. The right graph is a histogram of C, our nonparametric
DIF-corrected estimate of the same distribution.
(n=551). The surveys were completed in June of 2002
fortheWorldHealthOrganization.Sincethesesurveys
were designed as pretests for subsequent nationally
representative samples, each province surveyed was
chosen to be roughly representative of the entire coun-
try. In our experience, pretests such as these usually
turn out similar to the results from our subsequent
nationwide surveys, but obviously this analysis should
only be considered a comparison of the provinces or
people surveyed.
Despitetheabsenceofagoldstandardmeasurement,
thedifferencebetweenthesecountriesonpoliticalefﬁ-
cacycouldhardlybemorestark.ThecitizensofMexico
recently voted out of ofﬁce the ruling PRI party in an
election closely observed by the international commu-
nity and widely declared to be free and fair. After a
peaceful transition of power, the former opposition
party took control of (and still controls) the reins of
power. Despite the existence of limited forms of lo-
cal democracy, nothing resembling this has occurred in
China.Levelsofpoliticalefﬁcacypresumablyalsovary
a good deal within each country, with, for example, po-
liticalelitesinChinahavinghighlevelsandprisonersin
Mexico having low levels, but the average differences
would seem to be unambiguous.
Ifwedidnotknowthesefacts,andinsteadusedstan-
dard survey research techniques, we would have been
seriously misled. The left graph in Figure 2 plots his-
togramsoftheobservedself-assessmentresponses,and
quiteremarkably,itshowsthattheMexicansthinkthat
theyhavelesssayingovernmentthantheChinesethink
that they have. The right graph plots C, our nonpara-
metricDIF-correctedestimateofthesamedistribution.
The correction exactly switches the conclusion about
which country has more political efﬁcacy, and makes it
in line with what we know. Indeed, the spike at C=1
is particularly striking: 40% of Chinese respondents
judgethemselvestohavelesspoliticalefﬁcacythenthey
think the person described in the ﬁfth (“suffering in si-
lence”) vignette has. This result, which we never would
have known using standard survey methods, calls into
question research claims about the advances in local
elections in China, even in the limited scope to which
such elections are intended.
Thus, the vignettes take the same logical place as the
candidate position questions in Aldrich and McKelvey
1977, except that vignette questions are under control
of the investigator and applicable to a wider range of
substantive problems. In addition to political efﬁcacy,
we have written survey questions with corresponding
vignettes for political freedom, responsiveness of the
political system in some areas of policy, and separate
domains of health (mobility, vision, etc.). We have
tested subsets of these questions and our method in
surveys we designed in 60 countries. The full battery of
questions is now being used in the World Health Sur-
vey,whichispresentlyintheﬁeldinabout80countries.
Other similar efforts are being used or considered by
other survey organizations in several disciplines. We
hope this paper will make it possible to apply the idea
in other contexts.3
A PARAMETRIC APPROACH: MODELING
THRESHOLDS
As a complement to our nonparametric approach, we
nowdevelopaparametricstatisticalmodel.Thismodel
enables researchers to save resources by asking vi-
gnettes of only a random sample (or subsample) from
the same population as the self-assessments. For exam-
ple, researchers could include the vignettes only on the
pretest survey; alternatively, for each self-assessment
on the main survey they could add, say, one additional
item composed of four vignettes asked of one-quarter
3 We have also tried a series of other ways of using these vignettes
that we hoped would be even simpler, such as asking respondents
to choose the vignette closest to their own level on the variable in
question, but (in part because of the difﬁculty respondents have re-
membering and assessing all the vignettes at once) we have found no
direct measurement alternatives that do as well as the approach we
describe here.
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of the respondents each. For panel studies or those
with a series of independent cross sections, researchers
could include the vignettes on only some of the waves.
This model avoids the inefﬁciencies of the nonpara-
metric approach by recognizing that the variable being
measured is perceived with random measurement er-
ror and, as we show below, is modeled with a normal
error term. We further increase efﬁciency by allowing
researchers to include multiple self-assessment ques-
tions for the same underlying concept (in a single fac-
tor analysis-type setup). We accomplish all these tasks
by letting the thresholds (which turn the unobserved
continuous variable to be measured into an observed
categorical response) vary over individuals as a func-
tion of measured explanatory variables.
In broad outline, our model can be thought of as
a generalization of the commonly used ordered pro-
bit model, where we model DIF via threshold varia-
tion, with the vignettes providing the key identifying
information.4 Given the importance of thresholds in
this model-based method, we ﬁrst illustrate their role
with an alternative simpliﬁed view of DIF using a vari-
able measured in almost every survey, age. Age also
has an expository advantage since its perceived value
is typically indistinguishable from the actual age. Then,
instead of asking survey respondents for their date of
birth (which obviously would be preferable), we imag-
ine trying to make inferences if the survey question
only asked whether respondents described themselves
as (A) elderly, (B) middle-aged, (C) a young adult, or
(D) a child.
Figure 3 considers interpretations two individuals
might use to map their years of age into the avail-
able survey response categories. The age scale is bro-
ken at the threshold values τ1, τ2, and τ3, but the two
individuals have different values of these quantities.
The scale on the left with lower threshold values (and
hence, e.g., “elderly” deﬁned as over 40 years of age)
is what individuals might use in a country with a low
life expectancy; the scale on the right is probably a bet-
ter description of a developed country like the United
States. If we knew only the response category chosen,
we would not know much about that person’s actual
agesince,forexample,“middle-aged”couldmeancom-
pletely different things to different people. Without
knowing the threshold differences, we could easily get
the age rankings of the countries wrong.
If we somehow knew the threshold values, the only
issue in understanding a persons’ age would be group-
ing error, which is straightforward to deal with statisti-
cally (i.e., using an “interval regression model,” which
is an ordered probit with known thresholds). The key
to our approach, then, is that the vignettes enable us to
4 We have also experimented with many alternative versions, includ-
ing models that generalize the “graded response” or “partial credit”
frameworks more common in the psychometrics literature (Linden
and Hambleton 1997). We ﬁnd that the empirical results across the
range of alternative models tend to be quite similar. The version
we present here has the advantage of building on components that
are more familiar to political scientists, but we emphasize that the
particular parameterization chosen is less important than the idea of
using anchoring vignettes to measure DIF directly in some way.
FIGURE 3. Categorizing Years of Age
Note: The graph portrays possible mappings from actual age
to an individual’s choice among the four survey response cate-
gories,possiblyforindividualsinlow(ontheleft)andhigh(onthe
right) life expectancy countries. The τ’s are thresholds between
the categories.
estimatethethresholdvalues,andwiththisinformation
we correct the self-assessment responses.
Our model contains, for each respondent and sur-
vey question (continuous and unobserved), actual and
perceived and (ordered categorical and observed) re-
ported levels of the variable being measured. Respon-
dents perceive their actual levels correctly on average
but with noise (i.e., equal to the actual levels plus ran-
dom measurement error), but when they turn their
perceived values into an answer to the survey ques-
tion, different types of people use systematically
differentthresholdvalues.Hence,actualvaluesareun-
observedbutcomparable.Perceivedvaluesarecompa-
rable only on average due to random error, and are in
any event unobserved. Raw survey responses are ob-
served, but they are incomparable. The following two
parts of this section deﬁne the self-assessment and vi-
gnettecomponentsofthemodel,respectively;thethird
part then provides a substantive interpretation of the
model (Appendix A derives the likelihood function,
and Appendix B shows how to compute quantities of
interest from it). To help keep track of our notation,
Figure 4 provides a graphic summary of the model and
all its elements.
Self-Assessment Component
Denote the actual level of respondent i as µi (i =
1,...,n) on a continuous, unbounded, and unidimen-
sional scale (with higher values indicating more free-
dom, political efﬁcacy, etc.). Respondent i perceives
µi only with random (standard normal) error, as in
ordered probit, so that for self-assessment question
s (s = 1,...,S),
Y∗
is ∼ N(µi,1) (1)
represents respondent i’s unobserved perceived level.
The actual level varies over i as a linear function of
observed covariates Xi and an independent normal
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FIGURE 4. Parametric Model Summary
Note: Vignette questions are on the left, with perceived and reported but not actual levels varying over observations  . Self-assessment
questions are on the right, with all levels varying over observations i. The ﬁrst self-assessment question (see Y∗
i1) is tied to the vignettes
by the same coefﬁcient on the variables predicting the thresholds, γ1, and to the remaining self-assessment questions by person i’s
actual value, µi. Each solid arrow denotes a deterministic effect; a squiggly arrow denotes the addition of normal random error, with
variance indicated at the arrow’s source.
random effect ηi,
µi = Xiβ + ηi, (2)
with parameter vector β (and no constant term, for
identiﬁcation), so that
ηi ∼ N(0,ω 2) (3)
is modeled as independent of Xi. When S = 1, we drop
ηi since ω is then not identiﬁed.
We elicit a reported answer for respondent i to self-
assessment question s with Ks ordinal response cate-
gories (higher values indicating more political efﬁcacy,
freedom,etc.).Thus,respondenti turnsthecontinuous
perceived levels Y∗
is into the reported category yis via
this observation mechanism:
yis = k if τ
k−1
is < Y∗
is <τ k
is, (4)
with a vector of thresholds τis (where τ0
is =− ∞ ,τ
Ks
is =
∞, and τ
k−1
is <τ k
is, with indices for categories k =
1,...,Ks and self-assessment questions s = 1,...,S)
thatvaryovertheobservationsasafunctionofavector
of covariates, V i (which may overlap Xi), and a vector
of unknown parameter vectors, γs (with elements the
vector γ k
s ):
τ1
is = γ 1
s V i,
(5)
τk
is = τ
k−1
is + eγ k
s V i (k = 2,...,Ks − 1)
(cf. Groot and van den Brink 1999 and Wolfe and Firth
2002).
Vignette Component
Denote the actual level for the hypothetical person de-
scribed in vignette j as θj (for j = 1,...,J), measured
onacontinuousandunboundedscale(highervaluesin-
dicating more efﬁcacy, freedom, etc.). The assumption
of vignette equivalence is formalized by θj not being
subscripted by (and thus assumed the same for every)
respondent.
We index respondents in the sample of people asked
vignettes by   (  = 1,...,N). (To allow vignettes to be
asked of separate samples, i and   may index differ-
ent individuals.) Respondent   perceives θj only with
random (normal) error so that
Z∗
 j ∼ N(θj,σ2) (6)
represents respondent  ’s unobserved real-valued per-
ception of the level of the variable being measured de-
scribed in vignette j (elements of which are assumed
independent over j conditional on θj). (Although we
avoid complicating the notation here, we also often let
σ2 vary over vignettes, since their estimates are conve-
nientindicatorsofoneaspectofhowwelleachvignette
is understood.)
The perception of respondent   about the level of
the person described in vignette j is elicited by the
investigator via a survey question with the same K1
ordinal categories as the ﬁrst self-assessment question.
Our software also allows other self-assessment ques-
tions, each with its own corresponding set of vignettes,
but these notational complications are unnecessary for
presentpurposes,sinceonesetofvignettescorrespond-
ing to only one self-assessment question is sufﬁcient to
correct multiple self-assessments.
Thus, the respondent turns the continuous Z∗
 j into
a categorical answer to the survey question z j via this
observation mechanism:
z j = k if τ
k−1
 1 ≤ Z∗
 j <τ k
 1, (7)
with thresholds determined by the same γ1 coefﬁcients
asin(5)for yi1,andthesameexplanatoryvariablesbut
with values measured for units  ,V :
τ1
 1 = γ1
1V 
(8)
τk
 1 = τ
k−1
 1 + eγ k
1 V  (k = 2,...,K1 − 1).
Response consistency is thus formalized by γ1 being
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the same in both the self-assessment and the vignette
components of the model.
Model Interpretation
Identiﬁcation for DIF Correction. Response-
category DIF appears in the model as threshold varia-
tion (τis and τ s varying over respondents i and  ) and
requires at least one vignette for strong identiﬁcation.
We can see the essential role of vignettes by what hap-
pens if we try to estimate the self-assessment compo-
nent separately and, also, set the explanatory variables
X affecting the actual level to be the same as those V
affectingthethresholds.Inthiscase,β (theeffectof X)
and γ (the effect of V) would be dubiously identiﬁed
onlyfromthenonlinearitiesinthethresholdmodel(5).
Thisgenerlizesthewell-knownresultinorderedprobit
thatthethresholdsarenotallseparatelyidentiﬁedfrom
the constant term (Johnson and Albert 1999, ch. 5).
For another view of how vignettes correct for DIF
consider this simpler model based on an analogue to
Aldrich and McKelvey (1977). Suppose that a single
self-assessmentresponse yi andtwovignetteresponses
zij (for j = 1,2) are continuous, perceptual error is
nonexistent (i.e., the variances in Eqs. [1] and [6] are
zero), and vignettes and self-assessments are asked of
thesamepeople(i =  ).Thenwecouldspecifytheself-
assessmentresponse(contraryto,butinthespiritof,the
model) to be a linear function of the actual level with
parametersthatvaryoverrespondents, yi = τ1
i + τ2
i µi,
and the same for the two vignettes, zij = τ1
i + τ2
i θj
(for j = 1,2 and zi1 < zi2). Since their values are ar-
bitrary, we make the identifying restrictions θ1 = 0
andθ2 = 1.Finally,wesolve:µi = (yi − zi1)/(zi2 − zi1).
Thisequationshowsthattheactuallevelisequaltothe
observed yi distorted by the values on the two vignette
questions.Clearly,withoutthevignettes, yi wouldbeof
little use in estimating µi. Our model has a variety of
useful features not in this simple model, but the intu-
ition is closely analogous.
Specifying the Substantive Model. Explanatory vari-
ables Xin the substantive model (Eq. [2]) must be cor-
rectly speciﬁed, just as in linear regression or ordered
probit. Conditional on the model, β is interpreted as a
vector of effect parameters and µi as the actual level
(see Appendix B for details). The added random ef-
fect ηi is a strict improvement over the standard spec-
iﬁcation (when ω2 > 0), in that it recognizes that we
are unlikely to be able to measure and include in X
all reasons why actual levels differ across individuals.
The random effect can greatly improve estimation of
the actual level µi and, of course, makes estimates less
sensitive to speciﬁcation decisions about X(due to the
result in the last section in Appendix B). However, it
can only provide this added beneﬁt for the portions of
unmeasured explanatory variables that are unrelated
to X (and it is only possible to use when multiple self-
assessment questions are available). If variables omit-
ted from and correlated with X have an effect on µi,
we could have omitted variable bias just as in linear
regression.
SpecifyingtheMeasurementModel. Theexplanatory
variables V thatpredictthresholdvariationinthemea-
surementmodel(Eqs.[5]and[8])mustalsobecorrectly
speciﬁed, but according to one of two different stan-
dardsdependingonthepurposesforwhichtheywillbe
used. For our main goal of estimating the actual level
µ or the effect parameters on the actual level β,V only
need include enough information so that the Y and Z
areindependentgivenV(i.e.,sothattheproductcanbe
taken in the likelihood function in Eq. [12]). In fact, we
cantestthisassumptionnonparametricallywhenmulti-
pleobservationsareavailableforeachuniquevectorof
valuesofV i.Thetestistocheckthatthecrosstabulation
ofthevaluesofYand Zforobservationsthatfallwithin
eachuniquestrataof V areunrelated.Ifnot,thenaddi-
tional variables must be included. We can also perform
parametric tests of this assumption by checking that
elements of γ are signiﬁcantly different from zero.
Measurement model speciﬁcation decisions must
meet higher standards if the goal is to study why differ-
entindividualshavedifferentthresholds.Thenwemust
avoid omitted variable bias according to rules analo-
gous to those for linear regression. The measurement
model includes no random effect (and including one
would be computationally complex and would make
it impossible to ask vignettes and self-assessments of
separate samples) and so we are not protected in the
same way as with the substantive model from omitted
variables unrelated to V i.
Tests for Vignette Equivalence. Our self-assessment
questions are all assumed to measure the same unidi-
mensional actual level. If the concept is actually mul-
tidimensional, then separate questions and vignettes
should be used for each dimension. Unidimensional-
ity is best veriﬁed via standard survey techniques of
extensive pretesting and cognitive debrieﬁng. Our ap-
proach does not mean that a researcher can ignore any
of the advice on writing good survey questions learned
over the last half-century. We still need to be careful
of question wording, question order, accurate transla-
tionofthemeaningofdifferentitems,samplingdesign,
interview length, social background of the interviewer
and respondent, etc.5
Under our parametric model, researchers can test to
a degree for vignette equivalence by checking whether
the θ values are ordered as expected. The extent of
ranking inconsistencies in our nonparametric model
can also be indicative of multidimensionality, although
care must be used in interpretation since the same
“inconsistencies” can also result under our parametric
5 Workingindifferentlanguagesandculturesisofcourseparticularly
difﬁcult. For example, in our research we considered asking variants
of how healthy a person is who can run 20 km. With some question
wordings and translations, however, some of our pretest subjects in
sub-Saharan Africa revealed in in-depth cognitive interviews that
they thought anyone who would even consider running that far must
be peculiar, if not mentally ill, and so would clearly be judged less
healthythansomeonewhocouldonlyrun,say,5km!Missingcultural
differences like these would obviously threaten our approach.
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model from unidimensionality and large random mea-
surement error. The key in detecting multidimension-
ality is searching for inconsistencies that are systemat-
ically related to any measured variable.
Number and Type of Vignettes Needed. The optimal
number of vignettes to ask (or whether to ask more
vignettes or to ask the same vignettes of more respon-
dents), in terms of the right trade-off in bias reduction
vs.surveycosts,dependsonthenatureofDIFandwhat
information the investigator needs. For example, in
some of our experiments with these methods, we were
mostinterestedinhavinghigherresolutioninmeasure-
ment near the top of the scale and so we included more
vignettes near that end. In general, only one vignette is
needed to identify our parametric model, but we nor-
mally advise including more. In the nonparametric
model,theamountofinformationabouttheactualself-
assessmentsincreaseswith2J + 1(thenumberofcate-
goriesofthenonparametricestimate,C)inthenumber
ofvignettes J.Inbothmethods,thevignettesonlyhelp
when they divide up the distribution of self-assessment
answers and so have discriminatory power. Since the
vignettes identify γ, the perfect vignette for our model
is one with θ that falls between the τ’s predicted by
categories of V. For example, if V includes a country
dummy,thentheoptimalvignetteisonewithθ between
the values of the thresholds of the two countries.
When possible, we recommend asking all respon-
dents self-assessment and vignette questions during
the pretest and then studying how much information
is lost by examining the stability of the γ parameters
when dropping subsets of vignettes and respondents.
In our experience, much of the beneﬁt of our approach
is realized after including the ﬁrst two or three vig-
nettes if they are carefully chosen to be near the self-
assessments, although in practice at this early stage in
using this methodology we have typically used ﬁve to
seven.Similarly,intheliteratureonscalingrollcalls,the
values of only one or two legislators are typically used
asanchors(e.g.,Clinton,Jackman,andRivers2002and
Londregan 2000).
Weights on Self-Assessment Questions. When mul-
tiple self-assessment questions to measure the same
construct are available, the model estimates a single
actual level for all the questions. Although the vari-
ance of the perceived level is the same for each, the
variance of the reported answers can still differ be-
cause the model allows the thresholds to vary across
self-assessment questions. (Letting the variance at the
perceivedleveldifferalsowouldnotbeseparatelyiden-
tiﬁed or needed.) As such, under the model, questions
with less measurement or perceptual error, and those
that are more highly correlated with the single dimen-
sion of the concept being measured, provide more dis-
criminatory power and are effectively weighted more
heavily in estimating µ. Thus, the model’s reported
levelprovidestheequivalentoftheitem-discrimination
parameterinitem-responsetheoryorfactorloadingsin
scalingtheory.Theconsequenceisthattheactuallevel,
µ, and effect parameters in the substantive model, β,
will be fairly robust to self-assessment questions of dif-
fering quality, but studies of how and why thresholds
vary over respondents will be more model-dependent.
MONTE CARLO EVIDENCE
Our parametric model meets all the standard regular-
ity conditions of maximum likelihood and so estimates
from it are consistent and asymptotically efﬁcient. In
thissectionweofferMonteCarloevidencethatdemon-
strates it has similarly desirable small sample proper-
ties. We do this by drawing 1,000 data sets from the
model with a ﬁxed set of parameters and examining
the properties of the estimates of these parameters.6
The results reported in this section are therefore con-
ditional on the model being correct and thus do not
address issues such as robustness to misspeciﬁcation.
We summarize the results in Table 1, which shows
that the maximum likelihood estimates and asymp-
totic standard errors are unbiased (i.e., within Monte
Carlo approximation error of zero). Similarly, the 95%
asymptotic conﬁdence intervals seem to cover the true
value about 95% of the time.
We designed this Monte Carlo experiment to simu-
late the conditions for which the method was designed
by shifting the actual level µi in one direction (with the
coefﬁcient on the country dummy in X,β 2 = 1) and
shifting the threshold value for a country in the same
direction (so that γ 12
1 = 1). When DIF like this occurs,
theabsenceofananchormeansthatorderedprobitwill
not detect the change in either the coefﬁcient or the
threshold, which we demonstrate in the top two graphs
in Figure 5. These graphs plot a density estimate (a
smooth version of a histogram) of the estimated values
across the 1,000 simulated data sets for both ordered
probit and our method. As expected, ordered probit
ﬁnds no difference in the actual levels between the
countries because it is not able to detect the threshold
variation.
A similar result occurs when studying estimates of
the actual level, µ, which we illustrate using the ﬁrst
data set drawn with our simulation algorithm. The bot-
tom graph in Figure 5 gives the true variation in the
actual level µ (with variation coming from the random
effect) for a hypothetical 65-year-old respondent and
compares it to the posterior density computed by or-
dered probit and our model. As with the coefﬁcients,
6 To draw the 1,000 data sets, we follow this algorithm: (1) Set
β,σ2,ω2,θ, and γ to the values in Table 1, as well as n= N=2,000,
S=2, Ks =4, and J =3. (2) Set X to a variable corresponding to a
country dummy and age, ﬁxed across the two countries, and V to
a constant and the country dummy, but (for simplicity and to save
computational time) for τ1 only. (3) Draw values for ηi(i =1,...,n)
from Eq. (3), orthogonalizing with respect to a constant and X for
efﬁciency, and ﬁx it for a set of simulations. (4) Finally, draw m data
sets(yisandz j)byrepeatingthisalgorithmmtimes:(a)Drawone yis
(for i = 1,...,n,s = 1,...,S) by calculating µi from Eq. (2); draw-
ing Y∗
is from Eq. (1) for each s(s =1,...,S), calculating the τis’sb y
Eq. (5), and calculating yis from Y∗
is by using Eq. (4). (b) Draw one
value of z j (for  =1,...,N and j =1,...,J) by drawing Z∗
 j from
Eq.(6)andturning Z∗
 j into z j withEq.(7).Wesetm=100andthen
repeated the entire algorithm 10 times.
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TABLE 1. Monte Carlo Analysis of Point Estimates, Standard Errors, and
Conﬁdence Interval Coverage
Mean Bias
True 95%
Parameter Value Point Estimate SE Coverage
θ1 1 0.0042 0.000059 0.95
θ2 −0.25 0.0027 −0.0034 0.96
θ3 −0.7 0.0021 −0.0024 0.95
β1: age −0.02 0.000023 −0.000075 0.96
β2: country 1 0.0034 −0.000097 0.95
ln(ω) −1 −0.015 −0.0014 0.96
ln(σ) 0 0.00066 0.0019 0.95
γ 11
1 −1 0.001 −0.0031 0.96
γ 12
1 : country 1 0.0029 0.00086 0.95
γ 21
1 −0.8 −0.0000056 0.0015 0.94
γ 31
1 −0.9 0.0018 0.0011 0.94
γ 11
2 −1.3 0.00031 −0.0045 0.97
γ 12
2 : country 1 0.0028 0.0016 0.94
γ 21
2 −1 −0.0025 −0.00042 0.96
γ 31
2 −1 −0.0003 0.00058 0.95
Note: All estimates are given to two signiﬁcant digits.
FIGURE 5. Monte Carlo Results
Note: The top two graphs display the sampling distribution of
parameters across 1,000 Monte Carlo experiments, in compar-
ison to the truth. The bottom graph compares the unconditional
posteriorforahypothetical65-year-oldrespondentinCountry1,
based on one simulated data set.
ordered probit’s inability to correct for DIF makes it
miss most of the true density, while estimates from our
model are on target.
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
To illustrate the difference our parametric approach
can make compared to the most common method of
analyzing ordinal dependent variables, ordered probit,
we include here two very different empirical examples:
a political variable, which is an extension of the polit-
ical efﬁcacy example introduced during our discussion
of the nonparametric method above, and a policy out-
come variable, the visual acuity dimension of health.
Although many possible uses of our technology are
within a single country, we choose two especially difﬁ-
cult examples, each requiring comparison across a pair
of highly diverse countries. Since ordered probit and
our model are scaled in the same way, the results from
the two methods are directly comparable, although if
DIF is present, only our approach would normally be
comparable across cultures and people.7
Political Efﬁcacy
As a baseline, we compare China and Mexico by run-
ning an ordered probit of the response to the self-
assessment question on a dummy variable for country
(1forChina,0forMexico),controllingforyearsofage,
sex (1 for female, 2 for male), and years of education.
The results appear in the ﬁrst numerical column of
Table 2. The key result is the country dummy, which
7 We estimate the model with a generic optimizer and, when multi-
pleself-assessmentsareavailable,simpleone-dimensionalnumerical
integration.
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TABLE 2. Comparing Political Efﬁcacy in Mexico and China
Ordered Probit Our Method
Eq. Variable Coeff. (SE) Coeff. (SE)
µ China 0.670 (0.082) −0.364 (0.090)
Age 0.004 (0.003) 0.006 (0.003)
Male 0.087 (0.076) 0.114 (0.081)
Education 0.020 (0.008) 0.020 (0.008)
τ1 China −1.059 (0.059)
Age 0.002 (0.001)
Male 0.044 (0.036)
Education −0.001 (0.004)
Constant 0.425 (0.147) 0.431 (0.151)
τ2 China −0.162 (0.071)
Age −0.002 (0.002)
Male −0.059 (0.051)
Education 0.001 (0.006)
Constant −0.320 (0.059) −0.245 (0.114)
τ3 China 0.345 (0.053)
Age −0.001 (0.002)
Male 0.044 (0.047)
Education −0.003 (0.005)
Constant −0.449 (0.074) −0.476 (0.105)
τ4 China 0.631 (0.083)
Age 0.004 (0.002)
Male −0.097 (0.072)
Education 0.027 (0.007)
Constant −0.898 (0.119) −1.621 (0.149)
Vignettes θ1 1.284 (0.161)
θ2 1.196 (0.160)
θ3 0.845 (0.159)
θ4 0.795 (0.159)
θ5 0.621 (0.159)
lnσ −0.239 (0.042)
Note:OrderedprobitindicatescounterintuitivelyandprobablyincorrectlythattheChinesehavehigherpoliticalefﬁcacythantheMexicans,
whereas our approach reveals that this is because the Chinese have comparatively lower standards (τ’s) for moving from one categorical
response into the next highest category. The result is that although the Chinese give higher reported levels of political efﬁcacy than the
Mexicans, it is the Mexicans who are in fact more politically efﬁcacious.
is in boldface. It shows the same remarkable result
from Figure 2: Even though we have now also included
controls, citizens of China choose response categories
indicating higher levels of political efﬁcacy than do cit-
izens of Mexico. Since the underlying political efﬁcacy
scalebeingestimatedisconditionallynormalwithstan-
dard deviation 1, the coefﬁcient on the China dummy
of 0.67 is quite large, and its standard error indicates
thataresearcherusingtheorderedprobitmodelwould
conclude that they have a high degree of conﬁdence in
this counterintuitive conclusion.
We now use our parametric model to analyze the
same example. (We include the same variables in the
mean function as in the model for threshold variation.
Our experiments indicate that the key results on the
differences between the countries are not sensitive to
manychangesinthesespeciﬁcations.)Resultsappearin
the last pair of columns in Table 2. The key conclusion
to be drawn from our model is the opposite to that of
ordered probit: the country dummy (in the top panel
in boldface) has now switched signs. This means that
once DIF is corrected we can see that Mexicans do
indeed have higher levels of political efﬁcacy than the
Chinese.Theeffect(−0.364)isreasonablylargeandthe
standard error indicates considerable precision, condi-
tional on this improved model. (Note also that the sig-
niﬁcantpositiveeffectofeducationonthisdimensionof
efﬁcacy has not changed appreciably between the two
models, which shows that correcting DIF only affects
parameters related to it.)
The other parameters clarify the reason why esti-
mates of the actual level switched and so provides
some additional insight into how respondents are un-
derstanding these survey questions. To begin, note that
theestimatesoftheactualvaluesofthevignettes(atthe
bottomofTable2)arenotconstrainedbyourmodelto
beordered,buttheyallturnouttobeorderedinexactly
thewayweexpected(asinthelistabove).Thisprovides
some evidence that the concept being measured is as
we understood it, and thus, for example, is likely to be
unidimensional.
Another important feature is the country dummy
predicting each of the thresholds (given in boldface).
The γ coefﬁcient on the China dummy variable in
the equation predicting τ1 is the threshold between
“no say” and “a little say.” This large and signiﬁcantly
negative coefﬁcient (−1.059) indicates that the same
actual low level of political efﬁcacy is considerably
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FIGURE 6. Threshold Variation
Note: This ﬁgure gives a political efﬁcacy scale from high (up) to
low(down).Densityestimates(asmoothversionofahistogram)
of the τ’s are given for Mexico (on the left) and China (on the
right).AlsogivenisthedistributionofY∗ andthe95%conﬁdence
intervalfortheactualvaluesoftheﬁrstandlastvignettes(θ1 and
θ5), in gray horizontal bars.
more likely to be judged by Chinese respondents than
Mexican respondents to be a little rather than no say
in government. Another way of saying this is that the
Chinese have lower standards for what constitutes this
particular level of efﬁcacy. The parameterization in
Eqs. (5)and(8)meansthattheotherτ’sareeasiertoin-
terpret graphically, which we do in Figure 6. This ﬁgure
plots the distribution of each τ across respondents, for
Mexico (on the left) and China (on the right). All four
of the τ distributions (pointed out in the middle of the
graph) are all shifted substantially lower for China, in-
dicating that they have lower standards for the level of
efﬁcacy in every category than the Mexicans.
Figure 6 also presents the distribution of Y∗, the un-
biased self-perceptions, in each country, which shows
how the τ’s in each country divide up these perceived
self-assessments. (The actual values, the µi, are not
presented, but their average value, which is also the
averageoftheY∗ distribution,doesappear.)Theﬁgure
alsodisplaysthe95%conﬁdenceintervalfortheactual
value of θ1 and θ5 (the ﬁrst and last vignette), which are
constant across the two countries (see the two horizon-
talgraybars;theothersareomittedtoreducegraphical
clutter). Since the power of the vignettes comes from
breaking up the distribution of the thresholds, we can
use the ﬁgure to evaluate the vignettes. It shows that
the vignettes are best for identifying the coefﬁcients
in the τ1 and τ2 equations in Mexico and in τ3 and
τ4 in China. The vignettes clearly provide much more
information than necessary to identify the difference
betweenthecountries;indeed,topickupthegeneraldi-
rection of intercountry differences, one vignette would
besufﬁcient.Ifinsteadwecouldaffordtoaddvignettes
to subsequent surveys, the extreme ends of the scale
would be the most productive place to add them. Of
course, other data sets need not follow this particular
pattern.
So what is happening is that the Chinese respon-
dents have lower actual levels of political efﬁcacy than
the Mexicans. But the Chinese also have even lower
standards for what qualiﬁes as any particular level of
“say in government.” The combination of these effects
causes the Chinese to report higher levels of efﬁcacy
than those reported by the Mexicans. Thus, relying
on the observed self-assessment responses for a mea-
sure of the political efﬁcacy differences between China
andMexicowouldseriouslymisleadresearchers.Using
standard techniques like ordered probit to analyze
thesenumberswouldalsoproducebadlybiasedresults.
Our parametric and nonparametric approaches reveal
theproblemwiththeself-assessmentsandﬁxitbyusing
vignettes as anchors to generate interpersonally and
interculturally comparable measures.
Although our main purpose is to design a method
that makes it possible to correct for DIF to improve
measurement, the reasons for these threshold differ-
ences seem well worth studying in and of themselves.
This could be pursued by including other variables in
the threshold portion of the model. If some of the un-
derlying reasons for the intercountry differences were
found and controlled, the coefﬁcient on the country
dummywouldlikelydrop.Weexpectthatresearchinto
these kinds of social–psychological questions would be
a productive path to follow.
Visual Acuity
We included self-assessment and vignette questions to
measure visual acuity, a fairly concrete policy outcome
variable, on surveys for the World Health Organiza-
tion in China (n=9,484; completed February 2001)
and Slovakia (n=1,183; completed December 2000).
Half of the respondents, randomly chosen, were asked
vignette questions.
Thesesurveyswereusefulbecausewewerealsoable
to include a “measured test” for vision—the Snellen
Eye Chart test—for half of the respondents, randomly
chosen.Thisisthefamiliartumbling“E”eyecharttest,
with each row having smaller and smaller Es, and with
respondents having to judge which direction each E
is facing. Although this test is subject to measurement
error,theerrorsshouldbelesssubjecttoculturaldiffer-
ences and so the test should provide a relatively DIF-
free standard for comparison.
Our vision self-assessment question was, “In the last
30days,howmuchdifﬁcultydidyouhaveinseeingand
recognizing a person you know across the road (i.e.,
from a distance of about 20 meters)?” with response
categories (A) none, (B) mild, (C) moderate, (D) se-
vere, (E) extreme/cannot do. We also included eight
separate vignettes, such as “[Angela] needs glasses to
read newsprint (and to thread a needle). She can rec-
ognize people’s faces and pick out details in pictures
fromacross10metersquitedistinctly.Shehasnoprob-
lems with seeing in dim light.” We then followed our
procedure of asking almost the same question about
the people in the vignettes and with the same response
categories as used in the self-assessments.
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TABLE 3. Comparing Estimates of Vision in Slovakia and China Using the Snellen Eye Chart Test
with Analyses of Survey Responses Using Ordered Probit and Our Approach
Snellen Eye Chart Ordered Probit Our Method
Mean (SE) µ (SE) µ (SE)
Slovakia 8.006 (0.272) 0.660 (0.127) 0.286 (0.129)
China 10.780 (0.148) 0.673 (0.073) 0.749 (0.081)
Difference −2.774 (0.452) −0.013 (0.053) −0.463 (0.053)
Note: All numbers indicate the badness of vision, but the eye chart test is measured on a different scale than the statistical procedures.
Tosavespace,wegiveresultshereonlyforourquan-
tities of interest (see Table 3). All numbers in the table
aremeasuresofhowbadtherespondent’svisionis.The
ﬁrst column is the Snellen Eye Chart test, which is an
estimateofthenumberofmetersawayfromanobjecta
person with “20/20 vision” would have to stand to have
the same vision as the respondent at 6m. So the larger
the number is over six, the worse the respondent’s vi-
sion.Inpartbecauseglassesarenotgenerallyavailable,
and in part due to inferior health care, the Chinese,
as expected, have considerably worse vision than the
Slovakians.Incontrast,theorderedprobitmodelisnot
abletodetectasigniﬁcantdifferencebetweenthecoun-
tries at all. The Slovakians have higher standards for
theirownvision,whichtranslatesintohigherthreshold
values and hence more reported values in the worse
vision categories.
In contrast to the implausible and apparently incor-
rect ordered probit results, our approach seems to cor-
rect appropriately, producing an answer in the same
direction as the measured test. The scale of the our
parametricmodel(andorderedprobit)resultsisnotthe
same as the eye chart test, but we ﬁnd that the Chinese
have substantially worse vision than the Slovakians
(0.463onastandardnormalscalewithasmallstandard
error), as in the measured test.
Measured tests provide a useful standard of com-
parison here for judging the relative performance of
ordered probit and our model. They would also be a
general solution to the problem of DIF if they could
always be used accurately in place of survey questions.
Unfortunately,administeringthesetestsisfarmoreex-
pensive, and maintaining quality control is much more
difﬁcult, than for traditional survey questions. Part of
the problem is that interviewers are trained in solic-
iting attitudes, not conducting medical tests. But even
when highly trained medical personnel are used, the
difﬁculties of conducting these tests in extremely di-
verse environments can generate substantial measure-
ment error. In some preliminary tests we have con-
ducted of different types of measured tests for other
policy outcomes, we have found that the error in
some versions of these tests swamps the error that
results even from unadjusted self-assessments. Al-
though carefully administered measured tests can pro-
vide us with a clear gold standard to evaluate our
methodology for some constructs, they are infeasible
for most concepts survey researchers measure, such
as freedom, political efﬁcacy, and partisan identiﬁca-
tion.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND EXTENSIONS
The approach offered here would seem to be applica-
ble to measuring a wide range of concepts routinely
appearing in survey research. These include concepts
like partisan identiﬁcation, ideology, tolerance, polit-
ical efﬁcacy, happiness, life satisfaction, postmaterial-
ism, health, cognitive attributes, attitudes, and Likert
scale items measuring most attitudes, preferences, and
perceptions. We do not know which of the presently
used survey questions have bias due to DIF and would
thus beneﬁt from our corrections, but without some
approach to verifying that survey responses are indeed
interpersonally comparable, the vast majority of sur-
vey research remains vulnerable to this long-standing
criticism.
We have found our survey instrumentation and sta-
tisticalmethodsusefulevenwhenDIFisnotpresent,as
they tend to make our survey measurements far more
concrete. They also often lead us to discover, clarify,
and deﬁne additional dimensions of complicated con-
cepts, and they may ultimately help develop clearer
concepts.
Vignettes could be used with a modiﬁcation of our
model for survey responses that are closer to contin-
uous, such as income, wealth, and prices. Indeed, our
general approach might also be used to improve non-
survey measures like the Consumer Price Index, which
is derived from overlapping market baskets of goods
from different historical periods. A similar approach
couldbeusedtocreatecomparablemeasuresofincome
orexchangeratesovertimeoracrosscultureswherethe
market baskets of goods chosen would also change. In
these applications, instead of trying to identify some-
thing New Yorkers and Ethiopians both routinely buy,
we could use DVD players for the former and goats
for the latter. That is, each anchor could be designed to
span only a few years or countries, so long as the entire
setofobservationswerelinkedatleastpairwisesinceit
would then be correctable in a chain by many anchors
analyzed together.
Ideally, our basic theoretical concepts would be suf-
ﬁciently well developed so that neither vignettes nor
a statistical model would be necessary. Perhaps even-
tually we will improve our concepts and learn how
to design survey questions that apply across cultures
without risk of bias from DIF. Until then, we think
that survey researchers should recognize that some
approach, such as the one we introduce here, will be
necessary. Anchors designed by the investigator, such
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aswithvignettes,donotsolvealltheproblems,butthey
should have the potential to reduce bias, increase efﬁ-
ciency, and make measurements closer to interperson-
ally comparable than existing methods. Moreover, re-
searcherswhoareconﬁdentthattheirsurveyquestions
are already clearly conceptualized, are well measured,
and have no DIF now have the ﬁrst real opportunity
to verify empirically these normally implicit but highly
consequential assumptions.
APPENDIX A: THE JOINT LIKELIHOOD
FUNCTION
If the random effect term ηi were observed, the likelihood
for observation i, for the self-assessment component, would
take the form of an ordered probit with varying thresholds:
P(yi |ηi)=
S  
s=1
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k=1
 
F(τ
k
is |µi,1
 
− F
 
τ
k−1
is
 
 µi,1
  I(yis=k), (9)
where I(yis = k) is one if yis = kand zero otherwise, and F is
thenormalCDFandwhere yi ={ yis;s =1,...,S}.However,
since ηi is unknown, the likelihood for the self-assessment
component requires averaging over ηi, in addition to taking
the product over i:
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In the special case where S = 1, this simpliﬁes to
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which is possible by writing out the deﬁnition of the normal
CDF, invoking Fubini’s theorem, and solving. Equation (11)
is also useful because it clearly shows that the variance of the
perceived value of the vignette’s level (which is set to one in
the model) and ω2 would not be separately identiﬁed if this
component were estimated alone. If S > 1, we evaluate (10)
with one-dimensional numerical integration.
The likelihood for the vignette component is a J-variate
ordered probit with varying thresholds:
Lv(θ,γ1 |z) ∝
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where the product terms are over observations, vig-
nettes,andsurveyresponsecategories,respectively.Thelike-
lihoodsfromthetwocomponentssharetheparametervector
γ1 and so should be estimated together. The complete likeli-
hood is
L(β,σ
2,ω
2,θ,γ| y,z)= Ls(β,ω
2,γ| y)Lv(θ,γ1,σ
2 |z). (12)
APPENDIX B: COMPUTING QUANTITIES OF
INTEREST
Several quantities are of interest from this model, which we
describe here, along with computational algorithms.
Effect Parameters
The effect parameters β that indicate how actual levels µi
depend on Xi can be interpreted as one would a linear re-
gression of Y∗
i1 on Xi, with a standard error of the regression
of one, just as in ordered probit. For example, if Xi1 is a
researcher’s key causal variable, and the model is correctly
speciﬁed, then β1 is the causal effect—the increase in actual
levelsoffreedom,orpoliticalefﬁcacy,etc.,when Xi1 increases
by one unit. (Although we have scaled our model so that it
is directly comparable to ordered probit, in applications we
often scale µ [and β] relative to the most and least extreme
vignettes, so that the results will be simpler to interpret.)
The other set of effect parameters γ show how the thresh-
oldsτ dependonexplanatoryvariables V.Theyindicatehow
normsandexpectationsdifferbyculturesandtypesofpeople.
Actual Levels, without a Self-Assessment
Response
Supposethatweareinterestedintheactuallevelfora(possi-
bly hypothetical) person described by his or her values of the
explanatory variables, which we denote Xc. Since we have no
direct information with which to distinguish this person from
anyone else with the same Xc, the posterior density of µc is
similar to that in linear regression,
P(µc | y,z) = N(µc | Xc ˆ β,Xc ˆ V( ˆ β)X
 
c + ˆ ω
2), (13)
where we are using the asymptotic normal approximation
to the posterior density of β (with mean, the MLE ˆ β, and
variance matrix ˆ V[ ˆ β]) and are conditioning on the MLE of
the random effect variance, ˆ ω2, and the full set of data y
(although we do not observe yc). Sampling from the exact
posteriors of β and ω would be a theoretical improvement,
butourMonteCarlossofarindicatethatthesecomplications
are unnecessary.
We can compute quantities of interest from this posterior
densityanalyticallyorviasimulation.Forexample,theactual
level for a person with characteristics Xc is E(µc | Xc) = Xcβ,
andthepointestimateis Xc ˆ β.Sincethethresholdsadjustfrom
persontopersononthebasisofhowtheyresponddifferently
to the same questions, estimates of µc for any two people are
directly comparable (conditional on the model).
Actual Levels, with a Self-Assessment
Response
We could use the algorithm in the previous section for peo-
ple we have asked a self-assessment question, but such a
procedure would be inefﬁcient, as well as more sensitive to
model misspeciﬁcation than necessary. Their properties are
alsohighlydependentonthecorrectspeciﬁcation.Thus,when
we have self-assessment information yc for person c, we shall
estimate P(µc | y,z, yc) rather than P(µc | y,z) (following a
strategy analogous to that of Gelman and King [1994] and
King [1997]).
To see the advantage of this strategy, suppose that we are
trying to measure the actual levels of Respondents 1 and 2,
who have the same explanatory variable values, X1 = X2.B y
the unconditional method, these individuals will also have
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the same posterior density, P(µ1 | y,z)= P(µ2 | y,z). If they
also have the same values of their explanatory variables on
thethresholds, V 1 = V 2,andhencethesamethresholdvalues,
theywillhavethesameposteriordistributionofprobabilities
acrosseachoftheir Ksurveyresponses.Butsupposealsothat
Respondent1haschosentheself-assessmentcategory y1 with
thehighestposteriorprobability,butRespondent2chosethe
y2 with the lowest posterior probability. In this situation, it
would make sense to adjust the predictions of Respondent 2
(butnotRespondent1)inthedirectionoftheobservedvalue
y2, since we have this extra bit of information with which to
distinguish the two cases. In other words, the observed y2
looks like enough of an outlier to cause us to think that this
person might not act like others with the same description
and so should have an adjusted prediction for µ that differs
from the others. (We would not wish to adjust the prediction
allthewayto y2 becauseofinterpersonalincomparabilityand
higher variance of this realized value; i.e., there is an advan-
tage to borrowing strength from all the other observations
that are used in the predicted value.) If we had covariates
with a very high discriminatory power (i.e., if ω2 is small),
very little adjustment would be necessary, whereas if our co-
variates did not predict well (i.e., when ω2 is large), we would
adjustmore.This,ofcourse,isclassicBayesianshrinkage,but
insteadofshrinkingtheobservedvaluetowardaglobalmean,
we shrink toward the common interpersonally comparable
adjusted value our model assigns to all people with the same
values of X, µ2.
To calculate P(µc | y,z, yc), we start with P(µc | y,z)
from Eq. (13), and use Bayes theorem to condition on
yc also, P(µc | y,z, yc) ∝ P(yc |µc, y,z)P(µc | y,z), where
P(yc |µc, y,z) is Eq. (9) integrated over τ (and which we
approximate by replacing τ in [9] with its MLE). Thus,
P(µc | y,z, yc) ˜ ∝
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cs
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which we could summarize with a histogram or a point esti-
mate (such as a mean) and a (Bayesian) conﬁdence interval.8
8 We draw the univariate µc by discretization, with the inverse CDF
method applied to trapezoidal approximations within each discrete
area, which we ﬁnd to be fast and accurate. If self-assessments and
vignettes are asked of the same people, we can improve estimates
even further by conditioning on both yc and zc:
P(µc | y,z, yc,zc) ˜ ∝
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where we assume before conditioning on yc and zc that β and γ
are independent (which is closely approximated empirically), and
we set θ,ω, and σ (which are constant over c) at their MLEs. This
univariatedensitycanbeconstructedbyusingtheintegral,whichcan
be evaluatedbyaveragingtheexpressionfordifferentsimulationsof
γ, to scale the last normal at each of a grid of values on µc.T h e
uncertainty in θ,ω, and σ can also be added here by drawing them
from their posteriors during the simulation of the integral.
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